Shape from Shading
Shape from Shading: surface S from image intensity E.
Sfs is modeled by image irradiance equation (IIE)
R(u x , u y ) = E(x, y) .
Reflectance map: reflectance properties of S. Lambertian surface:
x (x, y) + u 2 y (x, y) + 1 = E(x, y) .
1st order nonlinear PDE with v = u + const ambiguity.
Lambertian surface: ideal matte surface.
Barium sulfate, magnesium carbonate, paper, sand, or matte paint.
Four important issues for IIE:
• existence
• uniqueness
• construction of explicit sfs scheme
• real/noisy/digitized data
Photometric Stereo: Distant Light Sources
Photometric Stereo -multiple light-sources.
Monochromatic (polarized/color) light: sequential (parallel) ill.
(1) is well-posed over Ω = Ω 1 ∩ Ω 2 ∩ Ω 3 .
(i) Gradient computation:
Th. 1. For Photometric Stereo with s=3:
(ii) Gradient integration:
Images with noise:
For Ω simply connected, v is integrable:
for each piecewise smooth closed loop γ s ⊂ Ω.
∂x (x, y) .
Add Gaussian Noise (fixed mean & std) to images.
Discrete integrability for atomic closed loop γ a c : 
Discrete integrable fields
Maximum likelihood estimatev opt ∈ V I to v:
Iterative (Gauss-Seidel) or sparse matrix schemes are feasible.
Denoising Linear method is flawed.
"Nonlinear filter" in Th. 1
does not retain Gaussian noise. 
Non-distant Light Sources
IEE at (x, y, u(x, y)) ∈ S:
. E(x2,y2) (x1,y1,u1) p(x1,y1,u1) p(x2,y2,u2) (x2,y2,u2) n p Fig. 4 . Light direction p(x, y, u(x, y)) varies with w ∈ S.
Gradient formulae from Th. 1: u , x, y, p, q, r) , u y (x, y) = g 2 ( u , x, y, p, q, r) .
For noisyv(u) we need:
• correct cost function J (both (non)distant light sources).
• feasible scheme to optimize J . 
Add Gaussian noise N (0, σ) to images. Max. likelihood est. u opt ≈ u:
J is nonlinear optimization (finds u opt directly).
Numerical methods for (2):
• Newton's method for ∇J = 0 : inversion of big size D 2 J (≈ (600 × 800) 2 ) with each local iteration.
• Gradient Descent: each step-size needs eigenvalues of D 2 J .
2D Leap-Frog Optimization Scheme
Feasible option: a nonlinear 2D Leap-Frog: Fig. 5 . One 2D-LF iteration: snapshot optimizations.
• initial guess u 0 needed.
• snapshot optima update local variables of u n .
• 1 iter. overlaps update all values in u n .
• snapshot size and order can vary. 
Experiments -Non-distant Light Sources
Mathematica FindMinimum optimizes snapshots (4 × 4 pixels).
Ex. 1 M = 16 (finer grid). 
Conclusions
• 2D Leap-Frog does well to recover shape from noisy data (at least in examples with uniform Gaussian noise added to 3 photographs).
• 2D Leap-Frog seems robust with respect to initial guess.
• 2D Leap-Frog is amenable to parallel computing schemes.
• 2D Leap-Frog can be used to other optimization schemes with large number of parameters (1 or 2 light-sources).
• open problems: finding good initial guess? Acceleration of LF?
